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Katy Ahearn and I lived in an apartment over a car repair factory that seemed 

to have night hours for their heavy work. I remember lighting a small wood 

stove we used to heat the apartment – especially when we arrived in the early 

winter months of 1966. A delivery of wood came to our apartment in a horse-

drawn cart every month and was stored in the 

hallway. We worked in a TB clinic in 

Çağlayan, a very poor section on the edge of 

Istanbul. Every day, we thought we would have more to do, but 

making lists and coordinating x-rays for patients from this 

squatter settlement were what we were asked to help with daily. 

With only very limited Turkish, talking to patients was slow, and 

I am sure we were a mystery to the poor people coming in to get 

treatment.  

 

Katy and I found the hamam (Turkish bath house) after a short 

time and would go on Saturday mornings to luxurious hot water, 

warm smiles from other women and beautiful old white marble 

architecture. When it appeared there was such limited work to be 

found after the public health project ended, I returned home the 

summer of "66. I went through Europe on my return and traveled alone for six weeks – a 

wonderful experience, with kindness of people wherever I went.   

 

I spent most of my years after Peace Corps teaching art for 30 years and raising two children in 

Connecticut. I now live in Cape Cod MA with my second husband, where I am painting and 

printmaking and exhibiting my art and keeping up with family, friends and 

art organizations. (I have given up politics.) My son lives in Connecticut 

with his wife and son, and my daughter lives in San Francisco where she is 

a surgeon at UCSF. I exhibit my art in galleries and regional shows and 

work on grants and exhibitions for art centers on Cape Cod.  

 

I still count my experience in Turkey among my top ten in life. It 

broadened all my views of the world and compassion for people 

everywhere. I am looking forward to seeing people in Washington DC for 

the 50
th

 anniversary of the Peace Corps in September 2011. It should be a great time for all to 

recount experiences great and small. 


